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A NOTE ON A TRIGONOMETRIC MOMENT PROBLEM

ROBERT M. YOUNG

ABSTRACT.    A sequence (X is said to be an interpolating se-

z'X  z
S"     fit)e    «   dt

— ÎT

2z

quence for  L   (— rr, 77)  if the system of equations

i \
\—oo < zz < oo)

admits a solution  f in L   (— Z7, rr) whenever \c   \ e I   .   If the solution is
J n

unique then (X   ¡is said to be a complete interpolating sequence.   It is

shown that if the imaginary part of  X     is uniformly bounded and if

|Re(X   ) — zz|  <  L  < V\ (— °° < zz < <x>), then ÍX   \  is a complete interpolat-
n . . n 2

ing sequence and  \el   n \   is a Schauder basis for  Z,   (— 77, 77).   It is also

shown that this result is sharp in the sense that the condition  |x     — zz| <   Vi

is not sufficient to guarantee that ¡X   ¡  is an interpolating sequence.

1.   A sequence \X  \ =_00  of (distinct) real or complex numbers is said

to be an interpolating sequence for L  (— 77, 77)  if the system of equations

n = f"nf{t)elXn'dt t-»<»<«)

admits a solution / in L (- 77, 77) whenever [c  \ £ I .   If, in addition, the

set of exponentials \el   n'j  js complete in  L  (- 77, 77), then the interpolation

is unique and in this case we say that {X  !  is a complete interpolating se-

quence.

In this paper we are concerned with sequences which are close to the

integers in the sense that  sup |A    - n\ < °°.   It is shown that if the imaginary

part of X    is uniformly bounded and if  |Re(A  ) — a| < L<%(-oo<n< 00),

then \X  \ is a complete interpolating sequence and ¡e'*«'l is a Schauder

basis for L  (- 77, 77).   It is also shown that this result is sharp in the sense

that the condition

(1) |A    - zz| < Vi

is not sufficient to guarantee that \X  \ is an interpolating sequence.   These

results are extensions of work done by the author in [7] and [8].
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2. The following theorem [7] gives two important properties of complete

interpolating sequences which make them useful in the study of nonharmonic

Fourier series.

Theorem A.    Let \X  \  be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel

to the real axis.

(i)   If \X  \  is a complete interpolating sequence, then the set of exponen-

tials ¡e     "M   is a Schauder basis for L2(- rr, rr).

(ii)   // ÍRe(A )\  is a complete interpolating sequence, then \X  \  is a

complete interpolating sequence.

It was proved by M. I. Kadec [4] that if each X    is real and  |A   - n\ <
t. j 7z '   n ' —

L < 54 (- °° < n < oa),  then the Paley-Wiener inequality obtains:

(2)
zX   t

Y.c(eint -e    ")       <02 £\c\2        (O<0<1).

It follows, in particular, that JÀ  |  is a complete interpolating sequence [6,

pp. 100, II5].   Combining this with Theorem A yields the following result.

Theorem 1.    // |A   |   is a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to

the real axis, and if  |Re (X )-n\<L<14(-°°<n< °°),  then \X  \  is a com-

plete interpolating sequence and \e'   n'j   is a Schauder basis for L2(- 77, 77).

Remark.   An incorrect proof of this result appears in [4], where a theorem

of Duffin and Schaeffer is misstated.

3.   Theorem 1 is sharp in the sense that L   cannot be taken equal to lA.

This follows from the fact that if \p  \  is given by

a   = n - %, n > 0,
(3) "

= n+lA, n<0,

then \p ! is 720/ an interpolating sequence [3, p. 378].   We are going to

prove the following stronger result.

Theorem 2.    Condition (1) is not sufficient to guarantee that \X   |   is an

interpolating sequence.

Theorem 2 extends the result, established in [8j, that (1) does not imply

(2).   The proof of Theorem 2 will require the following lemma.

Lemma.   Suppose that the set of exponentials ie    "'S"0,   is complete

in L  (— rr, rr).   Then there exist numbers c   > 0  such that the set {e1^"']  is
n

also complete in  L  (— rr, 77) whenever  \X   — y  1 < e .r '    7Z ' 7Z '   —     7Z
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Proof.   By making a suitable translation, we may suppose that the real

part of À    is not an integral multiple of x/i-   Let  Kn denote the integer clos-

est to X    and let 8   = \X   - K  \.    Choose e   (O < e   <S /2) small enough
n n       '   n n< n n n °

so that the following conditions are satisfied:

(i)   The interval [Re (X ) - e  , Re iX ) + e ] contains no number of the
rz zz zz n

form  k + Vi,  with  k integral, and

(ii)   S°°  ,e /S    < «.v    '       n= In'    n

We show that if |a   -y I < í   (tz = 1, 2, • • •), then {e1'»'] is complete
1   n      ' nl —    n *

in  L i- 77, 77).   Suppose not.   Then there exists a function  h in  L  (— 77, 77),

not identically zero, such that

I n hit)el7ntdt=0       («=0, •••).
■77

Let H denote the Paley-Wiener space of entire functions of exponential

type 77 which are square integrable on the real axis.   If we set

r rr
fiz)=   Cn   hit)elztdt,

J- rr

then / belongs to H,  is not identically zero, and fiy ) = 0 for each y  .   We

may suppose in addition that /(0) = 1.   This is clear if fio) 4 0,  while if /

has a zero of order t?2 at the origin, then dividing / by a suitable multiple of

zm  produces the desired function.

Let us set fN(z) = fiz)gNiz), where

N     y Z - X

«*<*>= Dr-:    (n=i,2,-..).
»7-1  X z - y
n—1     n 1n

Then fN £ H, /w(Afe) = 0 ik = 1, 2, • • • , N), and fNiO) = 1.   We are going to

show that the norms

ùé-{îzm$i*}*
ate uniformly bounded in N.   Since the value of  ||/||,  for each / in H,  is

given by the formula

= z  IW>
k =—00

it is sufficient to show that the numbers   |g.,(&)|   are uniformly bounded in  N

and  k.   By the triangle inequality,   \X   - k\ < \y   - k\ + \X   - y  \, so that

k-X
n

k - y

e e í 2e<1+-n—   <1 + -"--    <1+        "        <1 + —

i*-yj K-rJ s«-f«        sn
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Similarly, the inequality  |y  | < |y   - X  \ + \X  |   shows that

ly A  | < 1 + Í  /U  I < 1 + 2e   /8 .
I'n      zz1  — n   '   n'  — n      n

Therefore, for all N and k,

N    I 2e    \ 2 w     / 2e    \ 2 /   <x=     4e

and hence,  supN||/N|| < ~.

Since H is a functional Hilbert space, it follows that a subsequence of

i/wi  will converge weakly to a function  F in H for which  F(An) = 0 (w = 1,

2, ■ • •), and F(0) =1.   It follows from the representation theorem of Paley

and Wiener for functions in r/[l, p. 103] that

Fiz)=   fn  gitW'dt
J-JT

tot some function g  in L  (- zr, 77).   Therefore, the set \elXnl\ is z2oz; complete

in L i— rr, rr), contrary to assumption.   The contradiction establishes the

lemma.

We can now establish Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2.   Let us suppose to the contrary that condition (1) is

sufficient to ensure that !A  ¡ is an interpolating sequence.   If \p  \ is given

by (3), then the set of exponentials \el^nt\ is complete in L (- 77, 77) [5,

p. 67].   It follows from the lemma that a sequence ÍA  ]  can be chosen so that

A    - u    —> 0 (77 —>+ <*>), {elX"M  is complete in  L2(- rr, rr),  and (1) holds.
zz       r zz — x

Let us define a mapping T:   L (— 77, 77) —• I    by

It follows from the fact that !A  \  is separated, that is,   |A    - Aj > 8 > 0 im
n c ' '   rzz n ' —

4 n),  and the imaginary part of A     is uniformly bounded, that  T is a contin-

uous linear mapping zzzzo / .   Since {A  !  is an interpolating sequence,  T is

in fact onto /  .   The completeness of the exponentials |e    "'!  shows that T

is also 1-1.    It follows from the open mapping theorem that  T has a contin-

uous inverse.   Thus, there exist positive constants A   and B   such that

I   - ¿x   t     12

for every function / in L2(- 77, 77).   In the terminology of Duffin and Schaeffer

[2], the set {VA*'S is a frame.   We complete the proof by showing that this

leads to a contradiction.
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It was shown in [8] that if \elXnt\ is a frame and if \ßn\ is any se-

quence of complex numbers for which A    - ß    —> 0 («—♦ + <»),  then \el^nt\

is either a frame or an incomplete set.   But [e'^'l is not a frame [8], and

since it also fails to be incomplete, we can only conclude that An - pn must

not approach zero.   However, this contradicts the choice of \^n\,  and the

theorem is established.

Remark.   It is well known that the condition A., -A    >y>l(-°o<72
n Ti n — '

< oo) implies that {A  \ is an interpolating sequence [3, p. 368].   The proof

of Theorem 2, with obvious modifications, shows however that the weakened

condition A   +. - A   > 1  is not sufficient for (A  \ to be an interpolating se-

quence.
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